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passage definition meaning merriam webster
May 26 2024

the meaning of passage is a way of exit or entrance a road path channel or
course by which something passes how to use passage in a sentence

passage english meaning cambridge dictionary
Apr 25 2024

u formal travel especially as a way of escape the gunman demanded a plane and
safe passage to an unspecified destination s old fashioned a journey especially
over the sea he had booked his passage to rio de janeiro work your passage old
fashioned to do work on a ship during your trip instead of paying for a ticket

passage definition meaning dictionary com
Mar 24 2024

noun a portion or section of a written work a paragraph verse etc a passage of
scripture a phrase or other division of a musical work fine arts an area
section or detail of a work especially with respect to its qualities of
execution passages of sensitive brushwork

rite of passage definition meanings classification
Feb 23 2024

rite of passage ceremonial event existing in all historically known societies
that is often connected with one of the biological milestones of life birth
maturity reproduction and death and that marks the passage from one social or
religious status to another

passage definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Jan 22 2024

definitions of passage noun the act of passing from one state or place to the
next synonyms transition see more noun a bodily reaction of changing from one
place or stage to another the passage of air from the lungs synonyms passing

passage wordreference com dictionary of english
Dec 21 2023

n a portion or section of a written work a paragraph verse etc a passage of



scripture a phrase or other division of a musical work fine art an area section
or detail of a work esp with respect to its qualities of execution passages of
sensitive brushwork

passage wiktionary the free dictionary
Nov 20 2023

passage f plural passages diminutive passagetje n a passage a stage of a
journey a passageway a corridor a narrow route a paragraph or section of text
with particular meaning a passage way in a city especially a roofed shopping
street synonym winkelpassage

passage noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage
Oct 19 2023

definition of passage noun in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

passage definition in the cambridge learner s
dictionary
Sep 18 2023

passage noun progress the movement or progress from one stage or place to
another it s a difficult passage from boyhood to manhood the passage of time
literary the way that time passes love changes with the passage of time

rite of passage definition meaning merriam webster
Aug 17 2023

the meaning of rite of passage is a ritual event or experience that marks or
constitutes a major milestone or change in a person s life how to use rite of
passage in a sentence

examples of passage in a sentence merriam webster
Jul 16 2023

definition of passage synonyms for passage he left after the passage of a few
hours special ships clear passages through the ice we squeezed through a narrow
passage between the rocks they controlled the passage of goods through their
territory the medicine makes breathing easier by opening nasal passages



of passage crossword clue wordplays com
Jun 15 2023

the crossword solver found 30 answers to of passage 4 letters crossword clue
the crossword solver finds answers to classic crosswords and cryptic crossword
puzzles enter the length or pattern for better results click the answer to find
similar crossword clues

passage definition in american english collins
english
May 14 2023

a passage is a long narrow hole or tube in your body that air or liquid can
pass along cells that line the air passages synonyms tube opening hole aperture
more synonyms of passage

identifying the main idea reading article khan
academy
Apr 13 2023

strategies here s a short list of strategies that will help you understand the
main idea of a passage look for clues in the title the first sentence and the
last sentence of a passage the author might state the main idea right at the
beginning of the passage

types of passages how to navigate your way through
literature
Mar 12 2023

understanding these different types of passages and how to navigate your way
through them is an important skill when reading literature the three main types
of passage are narrative passages descriptive passages and expository passages

this apache rite of passage was once banned today it
helps
Feb 11 2023

at its heart the ceremony teaches girls to draw on the inner strength they
never knew they had and gives them the knowledge that when they feel weak they
can pick themselves up and push



passage definition in the cambridge english
dictionary
Jan 10 2023

a usually long and narrow part of a building with rooms on one or both sides or
an enclosed path that connects places a narrow passage led through the house to
the yard c also passageway us ˈpæs ɪdʒˌweɪ a passage is also an entrance or
opening the nasal passages

senator patricia billie miller welcomes passage of
Dec 09 2022

senator patricia billie miller welcomes passage of legislation to modernize
connecticut s banking laws senator patricia billie miller d stamford helped
wednesday to pass revisions to connecticut s banking statutes which are
expected to benefit stamford a city with a thriving and growing financial
sector

tokyo metro all line pass passes tokyo metro line
Nov 08 2022

the tokyo metro all line pass allows you to take unlimited rides on all tokyo
metro lines as long as the pass is valid a magnetic railway pass can be used by
whoever possesses the card while a pasmo card pass can only be used by the
person registered on the card the prices shown include the train station
barrier free fee

o mother gesture location in elden ring shadow of
polygon
Oct 07 2022

to learn the o mother gesture you ll need access to bonny village which lies
west of scadu altus and southwest of moorth ruins the o mother gesture is
located directly north of the bonny
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